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For users: Hints how the reason could
be and how to fix it. A: From the screen
shots it is clear that the program had

an update, but not restarted. The most
common reason for update of an

application not restarting is due to the
internet connection being not available

at the time of update and not
restarting. But in this case the internet
connection was available at that time.
Lets analyze the events that occurred
when the application ran. 1. Mac OS

Update: This updates the OS version of
the software. This was found to be

installed on the computer. 2. Fitting
unneeded files: The application tries to
install a bunch of updated files along
with that update. The files were not

installed correctly. 3. Removing
updates: Since the update wasn't
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installed successfully, it is deleting
those files, hence the error. Fix The fix
is simple: Go to System preferences, to
applications, to see if the update is still
there. If it is, then click on the uninstall

button. If it is gone, then just restart
the machine and the update should be
installed successfully. Do try the above

method. Hope this helps. Taranaki
teenager dies after family-holiday fight

Published duration 25 October 2014
image copyright PA image caption
Three members of the family have

been charged by police A 19-year-old
student has died after a fight with his
family which was sparked by a family

holiday fight. Paul Rameka, a student of
Massey University, had an argument

with his family in Whanganui, Taranaki
on Thursday night. The fight escalated

when his mother and sister began
hitting him, police said. He died in

hospital after being taken to hospital
with serious injuries. Three members of

the family, including Mr Rameka's
mother, sister and a male cousin, have
been charged with his manslaughter.
The family was believed to be on a
holiday in Whangamata when the
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altercation occurred. When they
returned to Whangamata, the group
was taken into custody by police. Dr

Thomas Belshaw, Massey University's
vice-president of medicine, said he had
worked with the man and his family. He
described them as "exemplary students

and upstanding members of the
community". "On behalf of the

university, I want to offer our deepest
sympathies and sincere
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